NOTE
The first 47 candidates appearing in the Merit-List of General category; the first 17 candidates appearing in the Merit List of SC Category (09 vacancies advertised against this category plus 08 unfilled vacancies of Balmiki/Mazhabi Sikh Category); the first 09 candidates appearing in Merit List of Backward Class Category; all 07 candidates appearing in the Merit List of Balmiki/Mazhabi Sikh Category, all candidates appearing in the Merit List of Balmiki/Mazhabi Sikh-LDESM Category and BC-LDESM Category and the first three candidates in the Merit List of LDESM(General) are hereby recommended to be appointed as Civil Judges (Jr. Divn)-cum-Judicial Magistrates in the State of Punjab. In the event of any vacancy arising in General and Backward Class Category due to non-joining/resignation or on account of any unforeseen circumstances, such vacancy(ies) shall be filled up from the next 16 candidates in order of merit in case of General Category and from the next 03 candidates in order of merit in case of Backward Class Category. The Select List shall remain valid for one year commencing from the date this result is displayed on the official website of the High Court.

It is clarified that in case two or more candidates are having equal marks, as per rule 8(Part-C) of PCS (JB) Rules, 1951, as amended from time to time, the candidates older in age shall be placed higher in the order of merit.
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